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Ladies and Gentlemen,
The Polish Underground State began to take shape on 27 September 1939. It was
a truly global phenomenon. Its clandestine military and civilian structures reporting
to the Polish government-in-exile had no parallel in any other country. The Polish Underground State not only engaged in open struggle against the occupiers as part of
Operation Tempest, but also established a tradition of ethics and independence which
saw the Poles through the time of communist dictatorship.
The soldiers and civil servants of the Polish Underground State were not to see victory. Many of them perished in the fight, were murdered or imprisoned by the occupiers. After the war, thousands fell victim to communist repressions, thousands of others rescued themselves by fleeing abroad. They left us their heritage and values that
guided them in their struggle against the occupiers and communist subjugation. Their
testament was left in such documents as the order of General Leopold Okulicki “Bear
Cub” to dissolve the Home Army, or the last manifesto issued by the Council of National Unity (included in this brochure). It can also be found in the lives and deaths of
the witnesses who served their motherland in the hour of trial.
Today, we read anew the Testament of Fighting Poland, which bequeathed us her
ideals.
dr Łukasz Kamiński
President of the Institute of National Remembrance
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n 23 August 1939, Germany and the USSR concluded a non-aggression
pact in Moscow which came to be known as the Molotov-Ribbentrop
Pact after the names of its signatories, or the Hitler-Stalin Pact. A secret protocol appended to the agreement divided the territories of Poland, Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia between the Third Reich and the
USSR. On the heels of the accord, Adolf Hitler issued orders for the
invasion of Poland, which were put into effect on 1 September 1939,
thus setting off the Second World War. Seventeen days later, the Red Army invaded
the Polish state as it was defending itself against the Germans. Despite disproportionate forces, Poland put up resistance for close to three more weeks. It fought alone,
since France and Britain had failed to honour their earlier guarantees and provide
military assistance.
The partition of Poland by Hitler’s Germany and Stalin’s Soviet Union did not force
Poland into capitulation. Polish President Ignacy Mościcki, interned in Romania, used
his constitutional powers to appoint a successor, Władysław Raczkiewicz, who in turn
appointed a government led by General Władysław Sikorski. Even though the Polish
territory had been occupied by Germany and the USSR, the Polish state as such continued to exist as a legal entity. State authorities, which went into exile first in France
and after her fall in the UK, were recognized by the community of the free world and
led the struggle for Polish independence throughout the war.
No sooner had Polish Army soldiers fired the last shots in their unequal fight against
the two aggressors than the underground struggle against the occupiers began. On
27 September 1939, General Michał Tokarzewski-Karaszewicz set about building
a clandestine organization called Service for Poland’s Victory. Soon after, on 13 November 1939, General Sikorski founded the Union of Armed Struggle as a cross-party
national military organization. General Kazimierz Sosnkowski became the Union’s commander. On 4 December, he issued his first organizational instruction. Colonel Stefan
Rowecki was named the Union’s commander for the German-occupied areas, while General Tokarzewski-Karaszewicz assumed command in the Soviet occupational zone. The
Service for Poland’s Victory was thus transformed into the Union of Armed Struggle.
Following the Polish government’s evacuation to the UK in June 1940, Rowecki became the Union’s commander for the entire country under occupation, and was pro-
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moted to general. Rowecki, who is remembered under his nom de guerre “Arrow” in
the annals of Poland’s struggle for independence, was credited with creating and commanding an underground army – the Home Army – which was formed in the winter of
1942 in place of the Union of Armed Struggle.
In time, the patriotic and selfless commitment and organizational skills of dozens of
thousands of Polish men and women from all social classes led to the creation of a Polish Underground State. The term was coined by Jan Karski, an emissary of underground
organizations in the homeland to the Polish government-in-exile. The Polish Underground
State had no equivalent in any of the occupied European countries, where far less people
were involved in resistance against the Third Reich. No other country, except for Yugoslavia, saw the rise of clandestine armed forces of such size as in Poland. The Underground
State in occupied Poland was subordinate to the Polish government-in-exile in London.
Its military arm was the Home Army, which in wartime conditions also took over some
judiciary functions (it oversaw the Special Court Martials set up in 1942). The role of
secret administrative authorities was fulfilled by an extensive apparatus of the Government Delegation at Home, which also stood over the Civilian Special Courts. In 1943, the
political parties forming the coalition government – the Polish Socialist Party, the People’s Party, the National Party and the Labour Party – established a Homeland Political
Representation. After more political parties joined the Representation, the Government
Delegate at Home decided to transform it into a Council of National Unity on 9 January 1944. The clandestine struggle of military and civilian structures was coordinated
by the Directorate of Underground Resistance, founded on 15 July 1943. Its head was
General Tadeusz Komorowski “Boor”, who became the Home Army’s commander-inchief after the Germans arrested General Stefan Rowecki “Arrow”.
The greatest political and military effort of the Polish Underground State was Operation Tempest, which started in the region of Volhynia in March 1944, and covered
most of the Polish lands occupied by Germany. The Home Army would occupy tracts
of Poland by fighting the Germans who were withdrawing under the onslaught of the
Red Army. Then Home Army units and the administrative apparatus of the Government Delegation would come out of hiding, acting as hosts of Polish lands vis-à-vis the
Soviets. This step was taken to show the Polish side’s goodwill towards “the ally of our
allies”, as the USSR was known, despite the awareness of the risk of Soviet repres-

When the threat of totalitarian tyranny hung over Europe and
the world, the Polish nation was the first to take to arms against
Hitler’s imperialism, engaging its forces for a month in unequal
struggle, before it fell under overwhelming might, attacked
from behind by Soviet Russia, and embarked on a thorny road
of emigration and clandestine resistance.
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Poland has thus earned her undeniable right to respect
and assistance of the entire civilized humanity,
for she has come to symbolize faithfulness to alliances,
resolve and a fighting democracy.
sion. However, the Soviets had no intention to tolerate any truly independent armed
forces. After occupying Polish territories, they began to ruthlessly and systematically
establish communist power structures and enforce their rule upon the Polish people.
When Operation Tempest ended in failure and Soviet reprisals, despite the sacrifice
and valour of Home Army soldiers, the Home Army command decided to attempt to
liberate Warsaw from the Germans before the Soviet troops would march into the city.
The Warsaw Uprising, the biggest battle waged by the Underground State, ended in
defeat. Tens of thousands of Warsaw residents lost their lives. Once guns fell silent, the
Germans destroyed Poland’s capital in an act of sheer barbarity.
After the uprising fell, the Home Army command, whose head was now General
Leopold Okulicki, as well as the Government Delegation and the Council of National
Unity resumed their activities. Even so, the losses they sustained in the abortive August insurrection meant they could only operate on a much smaller scale. On 19 January 1945, when most of Poland had already been occupied by the Red Army, General
Okulicki decided to dissolve the Home Army. Yet the Underground State structures
remained in hiding, because the occupation of Polish lands by the Red Army did not
lead to the reinstatement of an independent Republic of Poland.
In March 1945, the NKVD resorted to subterfuge to arrest leaders of the Polish
Underground State, among them General Leopold Okulicki, Government Delegate
Jan Stanisław Jankowski and his subordinate ministers – Adam Bień of the People’s
Party, Stanisław Jasiukowicz of the National Party, Antoni Pajdak of the Polish Socialist Party, and the Council of National Unity Chairman Kazimierz Pużak, a prisoner in tsarist Russia who became one of the most outstanding leaders of the Polish
Socialist Party. They were all guaranteed security, invited to talks, and then arrested
and taken to Moscow.
In 1945, fifteen Polish Underground leaders (Antoni Pajdak had a separate trial)
who – except for the Home Army commander – earlier reported to Mikołajczyk were
brought before a Soviet court. During what was to be known as the Trial of the Sixteen, the leaders of the Polish Underground State were charged with membership of
an illegal organization, collaboration with the Germans they had fought throughout the
war, and with subversion, espionage and terrorist activities directed against the USSR.
Poland’s Western allies did not protest against the trial of those who had proved loyal
to the free world in the hardest days of German occupation. Concurrently, a communist Provisional Government of National Unity, which included Mikołajczyk and was
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a puppet of the Soviet Union, was formed in accordance with decisions the USSR, the
US, and the UK took at the Yalta Conference in February 1945. As a result, the free
world withdrew its support for the Polish government-in-exile, a step that brought on
the dissolution of the Government Delegation at Home and the Council of National
Unity, which had until then been operating underground.
The Council of National Unity met for the last time in Krakow on 1 July 1945. The
participants were acting Government Delegate at Home Jerzy Braun “Rogowski”
of the Labour Party, Zygmunt Zaremba “Marcin” of the Polish Socialist Party, Jan
Matłachowski “Samborski” of the National Party, Zygmunt Kapitaniak “Stanisław” of
the Democratic Union, and Józef Krasowski “Bough” of the Racławice Peasant Freedom
Organization. They drafted and published (in the last edition of Rzeczpospolita Polska)
the Manifesto of the Council of National Unity to the Polish and Allied Nations, which
contained the Testament of Fighting Poland – a message of the Polish Underground
State, popularly known as the Testament of Underground Poland.
The document, which has several parts, is presented on the 75th anniversary of the
creation of the Polish Underground State. It notes in the introduction that Poland, by
undertaking a fight for its independence on 1 September 1939, was the first country
to resist German totalitarianism that was looming over Europe and the whole world.
After losing an uneven battle with the aggressor, who was joined by the USSR on
17 September 1939, the Poles did not capitulate, but carried on fighting on all fronts
of the war: on land, at sea, and in the air. They also fought in their occupied homeland, which proved much harder and entailed enormous sacrifice: “The annihilation
of the capital city, five million people murdered in camps, several million ‘living dead’
in a state of physical and mental collapse, millions deported into the depths of Russia
and scattered all over the world, unprecedented economic devastation – this is Poland’s
contribution to the war, surpassing what all the other democratic nations have offered
at the altar of the common cause,” is how the manifesto sums up Polish resistance
against the Germans. This is why the last leaders of Underground Poland believed that
with its sacrifice Poland had earned “the undeniable right to respect and assistance of
the entire civilized humanity, for she has come to symbolize faithfulness to alliances,
resolve and a fighting democracy.”
The document goes on to recall Fighting Poland’s political programme, as set forth
in the Council of National Unity declaration of 15 March 1944, and presents Poland’s

Fighting Poland kept the spirit of resistance and
freedom alive in the people; it hardened Poland’s
popular masses and nurtured in them an attitude
that manifests itself so clearly today.
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The Polish people never lost its true self. Amid the greatest
misfortunes, it did not break down morally against its interests
or will. Fighting Poland bequeaths this great capital to those
who will carry on the national struggle for sovereignty with
other methods.

war aims. The most important ones were to participate in the anti-Nazi coalition and
fight Germany until her defeat, and then to rebuild an independent and democratic
Poland while preserving her integrity. The last point concerned the inviolability of
Poland’s eastern border that had been jeopardized by Soviet claims, and called for
safeguarding Poland’s future independence by creating a federation of Central and
Eastern European nations threatened with German and Soviet imperialistic ambitions. With regard to home affairs, the document invoked occupation-time declarations about political and economic reforms to be implemented in post-war Poland in
the spirit of social justice, most notably all kinds of far-reaching democratic freedoms
for her citizens, and an agrarian reform.
The manifesto strongly emphasized that the Soviet empire had got in the way of
realizing these plans, which were backed by an overwhelming majority of Poles: “In
line with her project of dividing the world into spheres of influence, Soviet Russia decided to cram all the nations of Central Europe into her political system. Bordering
the Soviet Union directly, Poland was the first victim of this policy,” wrote the authors,
glossing over more specific consequences of this policy, most importantly the Katyn
crime the NKVD perpetrated on Polish officers who had been taken prisoner in September 1939. This part of the manifesto also stressed the Polish government-in-exile’s
repeated and fruitless efforts to reach a compromise with the USSR. The same was
true back home, where “representatives of the homeland government and the Home
Army tried everywhere to come forward and cooperate with the Red Army, for which
they were arrested and executed.”
Alluding to the political situation at the end of World War Two, members of the
Council of National Unity concluded later in the manifesto that Poland was under occupation, this time a Soviet one, with an imposed communist government. However,
they conceded that this was a fait accompli Underground Poland had to reckon with,
while also stating that the appointment of the Provisional Government of National
Unity which was recognized by Western powers meant “we can no longer continue
a legal struggle in the underground, based on a universally recognized government in
London, and must confront the problem of an open fight waged by democratic parties
in Poland for national goals and their programmes.” This position was taken to justify
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The Council’s dissolution is not a spiritual capitulation of the nation.
The goals the political parties of Fighting Poland have set themselves
remain the same. We are confident that these parties will not waver
in their struggle until their common cause of a fully sovereign Poland
is fulfilled, and their aspiration to real democracy in the Polish state and
in international relations is accomplished.

the decision to dissolve the Council of National Unity and to discontinue operations by
the Polish Underground State.
This decision also meant that the Council of National Unity was breaking off with
Poland’s constitutional authorities in exile – President Władysław Raczkiewicz and
the government of Tomasz Arciszewski. It was thus a silent recognition of the Yalta
Conference provisions to which Poland was forced to concede. It soon became clear
that even the ones guaranteeing Poles a free parliamentary election would not be honoured. Leaders of the Council of National Unity were aware of the latter risk, and
expressed grave concern in their manifesto about the ability of democratic parties to
operate without restraint, and take part in the election while Soviet troops and the
NKVD were stationed in Poland. Still, they admitted that further clandestine combat
that had been typical of German occupation was impossible in the new political situation unfavourable to Poland.
The authors of the Council’s manifesto did not want the dissolution of the Polish
Underground State’s command structures to be viewed as the Polish people’s capitulation to a new form of subjugation. They made this clear in the final part of the document, where they outlined a programme of Polish democracy. The first point says that
“democracy is a freedom, vested in the broad masses of a nation, to choose a sociopolitical system of government and the worldview it originates from.” The democratic
declaration of the last representatives of the Polish Underground State ended with the
Testament of Fighting Poland, which demanded a pull-out of the Red Army and NKVD
troops from Poland, a stop to political persecution, the dismantling of the communist
apparatus of violence, a stop to the devastation of the country’s economy by Soviet
occupiers, a unification of the Polish Army and its independence from the Soviets, an
independent foreign policy, allowing all political groups to participate in a free parliamentary election, and the introduction of democratic reforms in the political, social
and economic spheres. The Testament concludes with the hope that “an agreement with
Russia on these terms is possible, that it will eliminate once and for all Polish-Russian
enmity stemming from reactionary tsarist policy, and that it will replace it with mutual respect, trust and friendship for the sake of both nations, Europe and the entire
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Democracy is a freedom, vested in the broad masses
of a nation, to choose a socio-political system of government
and the worldview it originates from.

democratic humanity.” However, this illusory belief was not warranted by the USSR’s
past or current policy, whose final and most important stage was to strip Poland of
independence and impose a totalitarian communist regime on her.
The last message of the Polish Underground State was a dramatic summary of the
Polish people’s clandestine fight against the Germans, conducted in the course of over
five years of ruthless occupation. Dramatic because the struggle, which exacted the
heaviest sacrifice in Polish history and left the country and its heart – the capital city
– in ruins, had brought neither the longed-for independence, nor the right to self-rule
reflecting the will of the Poles and not imposed from outside, nor even the fundamental
civil rights. Dramatic because the communist government of post-war Poland imprisoned or otherwise persecuted tens of thousands of people who had fought the Germans,
and murdered many of them, the most prominent victim being General August Emil
Fieldorf, head of the Home Army Command’s Directorate of Diversionary Operations
(Kedyw) who led the day-to-day fighting against the Germans. Dramatic because it was
not until half a century later that the goals set out in the Testament of Fighting Poland,
primary among them the regaining of independence and freedom, could be accomplished.
The beginning of restoration of Poland’s independence in 1989 was also a triumph for
Polish underground soldiers, who had passed their great capital of unrelenting struggle
for independence and freedom on to the next generation of Poles wrestling with communist captivity. An eloquent symbol of the victory of the Polish Underground State
is a monument commemorating its ideals that was erected in front of the Sejm of the
Republic of Poland when Poland became independent again.
Marek Gałęzowski

Democracy means recognizing and securing equal rights of nations great
and small, so as to suppress, once and for all, the desire of big powers
to win hegemony over other nations and divide the world into spheres
of influence. In its relations with Russia, the Polish nation demands
nothing but her respect for the fundamental principles of democracy that
all freedom-loving nations fought to save and protect for five and a half
years.
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MANIFESTO OF THE COUNCIL OF NATIONAL UNITY
TO THE POLISH AND ALLIED NATIONS.
Testament of Fighting Poland
1 July 1945
Since September 1939, the Polish Nation has been waging a deadly battle for its
biological existence and historical ideals.
It has always been committed to peace and freedom, respect for the rights of individuals and nations, freedom of belief and religious tolerance. Torn apart by partitioning
powers, systematically destroyed for 150 years, it did not lay arms, fighting everywhere
and without a pause against the system of violence, under the mottos “free people with
free people and equal people with equal people” and “for our freedom and yours.”
When the threat of totalitarian tyranny hung over Europe and the world, the Polish nation
was the first to take to arms against Hitler’s imperialism, engaging its forces for a month
in unequal struggle, before it fell under overwhelming might, attacked from behind by
Soviet Russia, and embarked on a thorny road of emigration and clandestine resistance.
When our brothers, cast into exile by the hand of fate, held high the Polish flag whilst
fighting alongside the allies, our country was locked in an even fiercer underground struggle waged for years in the belief that justice would ultimately prevail over Nazi barbarity.
The world has yet to learn about the immense sacrifice made by Poland in this struggle. The annihilation of the capital city, five million people murdered in camps, several million ‘living dead’ in a state of physical and mental collapse, millions deported
into the depths of Russia and scattered all over the world, unprecedented economic
devastation – this is Poland’s contribution to the war, surpassing what all the other
democratic nations have offered at the altar of the common cause.
Poland has thus earned her undeniable right to respect and assistance of the entire
civilized humanity, for she has come to symbolize faithfulness to alliances, resolve and
fighting democracy.
Poland’s war aims and programme of Fighting Poland
Once the political system of Sanacja, which had ruled Poland for many years against
the will and opinion of the nation, fell apart during the September storm, all political
parties opposing that system formed a Polish government-in-exile, which declared the
following war aims of the Polish people when the late General Sikorski was still alive:
1. To fight the Germans until their final defeat.
2. To rebuild an independent and sovereign Poland and her territorial integrity.
3. In post-war Poland, to implement full social and political democracy in place of
the bankrupt system of Sanacja.
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4. To safeguard the sovereignty and development of Poland and other small nations
living between the powers of East and West through a voluntary democratic union of
equal Central European nations.
5. To co-exist peacefully with Russia and to reach agreement with her that would
forestall future German aggression.
6. [To aspire to] full international democracy, or a world peace organization based
on agreement of all democratic states and equal nations.
On this platform, all major democratic parties of Underground Poland (People’s Party, Polish Socialist Party, National Party, and Labour Party) formed
a bloc called ‘quadripartite understanding’, on the basis of which they established
a homeland government that was the extension and equivalent of the Polish government in London.
The Homeland Political Representation expanded this bloc of democratic parties
to include other political groups (Democratic Union, “Racławice” Peasant Freedom
Organization and “Motherland” Organisation). Together, they set up a Council of National Unity, which served as a political base for the Government Plenipotentiary, the
Homeland Council of Ministers, and the Home Army.
The declarations of the Homeland Political Representation of 15 July 1943 and of
the Council of National Unity of 15 March 1944 set forth a programme of Fighting
Poland whose main points were:
1. to regain independence and sovereignty,
2. democratic freedoms,
3. agrarian reform,
4. to improve the lives of the working masses and to include them in government,
5. local, economic and cultural self-government,
6. to reclaim lands in the West,
7. inviolability of the eastern border,
8. a union of Central European nations,
9. alliance with Western democracies and good relations with the USSR,
10. genuine international democracy.
Russian policy towards Poland
These objectives of the Polish people were categorically opposed by Soviet Russia,
which was pursuing a westward territorial expansion. She asserted that a democratic
union of Central European nations would compromise her security, and constitute
a cordon sanitaire between West and East, which bore no relation to what the proponents of this idea had in mind. In line with her project of dividing the world into
spheres of influence, Soviet Russia decided to cram all Central European nations into
her political system.
Bordering the Soviet Union directly, Poland was the first victim of this policy. Russia
began by arrogating Polish lands east of the so-called Curzon Line, which accounted
for a half of our country’s territory. Next, she launched a campaign against the legiti-
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mate Polish government in London, accusing it of Fascist tendencies and collaboration
with Germany. Later still, she formed a second Polish ‘government’, sought to force it
onto the Polish people, and thereby curtailed its sovereignty. Finally, she occupied the
entire territory of Poland, which was followed by NKVD rule, terror and persecution
of Polish underground heroes.
The Polish nation welcomed the Red Army as a liberator that was helping Poland to
shake off the Nazi yoke. But disappointment soon set in. Broad popular masses came
to realize that democracy was to be found in the camp of Underground Poland, while
the Lublin Committee was a mere dictatorship propped up by foreign forces, rather
than the will and trust of the people.
Despite these disappointments, the political parties of Underground Poland made
a great effort to reach an understanding with the Soviet Union. After Mikołajczyk
stepped down from government and, acting on his pessimistic assessment of Polish
chances, decided to seek compromise, the democratic parties in the homeland that
formed the power base of Prime Minister Arciszewski’s government demanded a cabinet
reshuffle to reconcile the positions of Mikołajczyk and Arciszewski. On 22 February
of this year, they issued a declaration that recognized the need for talks with Russia
on coming out of hiding, and called for speedy formation of a Government of National
Unity, which could take part in the San Francisco conference.
This goodwill was trampled over by Soviet Russia, which had invited envoys of Underground Poland only to imprison and put them on trial as saboteurs. But Russia
miscalculated by assuming that this would cut off the leaders of Underground Poland
from their nation.
It proved impossible to drive a wedge between the people and those of its leaders who
for years had fought alien violence by putting their lives at risk and displaying utmost
commitment. It proved impossible to convince Poles that Fighting Poland had been
subverting the Soviets in collusion with the Germans. Evidence of the uncompromising anti-German attitude is the blood of hundreds of thousands of Polish underground
martyrs and Home Army heroes, shed in open battle and Gestapo torture chambers,
sealed by the heroic feat of the Warsaw Uprising, which was started with faith in the
integrity of Western and Eastern allies. Our record is clean. It is not us but them who
will have to account for themselves before history one day.
There was never any cooperation between Underground Poland and the Germans.
There was no willingness to subvert the Soviet Union. On the contrary, representatives
of the homeland government and the Home Army tried everywhere to come forward
and cooperate with the Red Army, for which they were arrested and executed. Political
parties of the Council of National Unity also sought to come out of hiding and establish
relations with Russia, as the talks which Polish underground leaders held in Pruszkow
prior to their imprisonment demonstrate all too well.
It was Russia that spurned this offer for cooperation and agreement between the two
nations, pushing everything that was independent in Poland back into the underground,
and tolerating only those who yielded to her and obeyed her command.
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This is the truth about Underground Poland and her proud struggle for national honour and independence. Here is not the place to advertise its sacrifice and merits; let us
leave that for history to judge. We are only saying that Fighting Poland kept the spirit
of resistance and freedom alive in the people; it hardened Poland’s popular masses and
nurtured in them an attitude that manifests itself so clearly today.
The Polish people never lost its true self. Amid the greatest misfortunes, it did not
break down morally against its interests or will. Fighting Poland bequeaths this great
capital to those who will carry on the national struggle for sovereignty with other
methods.
Decision of Underground Poland
The end of the war against Germany found Poland in a situation that was extremely
difficult and even tragic. Whereas other nations, particularly in the West, regained
their genuine freedom and could start going about their lives once rid of the German
occupation, for Poland, which had suffered huge losses in wartime, the aftermath of
war was occupation and a government imposed by a neighbouring state, as well as no
prospects for assistance from the Western allies.
In this state of affairs, the Polish government in London’s inflexible stance on decisions taken in Crimea was increasingly out of touch with the Russian faits accomplis in
the Polish homeland. Fighting Poland should in particular reckon with the conditions
created by the Moscow conference, and the resulting compromise between Mikołajczyk’s
group and several Polish democratic activists on the one side, and the Lublin Committee on the other side.
After the new government was formed and recognized by the Western powers, we
can no longer continue legal struggle in the underground, based on a universally recognized government in London, and must confront the problem of an open fight waged
by democratic parties in Poland for national goals and their programmes.
In this open struggle, Underground Poland does not wish to create obstacles for the
people of goodwill who found themselves in the Provisional Government of National
Unity. Nor does it wish to hinder any political parties in choosing their paths and tactics they will want to or have to embrace in this struggle.
At the session on 1 July of this year, all the democratic parties of Underground Poland represented in the Council of National Unity adopted a unanimous resolution to
dissolve the Council, and communicate this at home and abroad.
By bringing itself to take this step of self-denial, the Council of National Unity is
proving again its supreme goodwill, as it did in the declaration of 22 February and in
engaging in talks at Pruszków.
Reluctant to stoke the spirit of clandestine resistance in Polish society, and opening before democratic parties the path of open cooperation with the government and
head-on struggle for their goals, the Council of National Unity will not conceal from
the Polish public its fear that this attempt could end in a new disappointment and catastrophe brought about by the contracting party’s failure to keep its promises. The
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political parties of the Council of National Unity have had some harrowing experiences
of this. These fears will not fade so long as Soviet troops and the NKVD are on Polish
soil. Yet another time in her history, Poland wants to be the one who, whilst respecting the principles of honesty and truth in politics, wants to believe in the honesty of
other governments and nations.
The Council’s dissolution is not a spiritual capitulation of the nation. The goals the
political parties of Fighting Poland have set themselves remain the same. We are confident that these parties will not waver in their struggle until their common cause of
a fully sovereign Poland is fulfilled, and their aspiration to real democracy in the Polish
state and in international relations is accomplished.
Programme of Polish democracy
When combating Polish political parties that represent a great majority of the people, Soviet propaganda keeps harping on the slogan of democracy, accusing all the
Poles who advocate real independence of being reactionary. We therefore see it fit to
put the record straight about our understanding of democracy, as there seems to be
a fundamental divergence between the concept of democracy in Western Europe and
the parallel notion in Eastern Europe.
The Polish people believe that:
1. Democracy is a freedom, vested in the broad masses of a nation, to choose a sociopolitical system of government and the worldview it originates from.
2. Democracy is a freedom that the Atlantic Charter pertinently described as the
freedom from fear and want, personal freedom, freedom of speech and belief.
3. Democracy means equal rights for all political groups, be they conservative or
radical-progressive, provided they do not abuse the freedom of association to propagate anarchy or impose their views upon others by force.
4. Democracy is majority rule arising from a free election, held by universal fiveadjective ballot.
5. Democracy is rule of law that applies to the governing and governed alike, and
safeguards both civil liberties and the government’s authority.
6. Democracy is justice founded on a collective sense of what is right, entitling every
individual, the working class and the nation to live in conditions that ensure not only
material subsistence, but also comprehensive development of their creative potential.
7. Democracy is a collective security system whereby all nations abjure the use of
force and commit themselves to obey decisions made by international bodies on the
basis of objective norms of international law.
8. Democracy means recognizing and securing equal rights of nations great and
small, so as to suppress, once and for all, the desire of big powers to win hegemony
over other nations and divide the world into spheres of influence. In its relations with
Russia, the Polish nation demands nothing but her respect for the fundamental principles of democracy that all freedom-loving nations fought to save and protect for five
and a half years.
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Today, bringing to a close the honourable clandestine struggle waged by Polish
democratic parties for the sake of these democratic principles, the Council of National Unity, drawing on these principles, wants to leave behind a Polish democracy
programme conceived as:

THE TESTAMENT OF FIGHTING POLAND
It consists of the following demands:
1. Soviet troops and the Russian political police must leave Polish territory.
2. Political persecution must stop. This will be confirmed by:
a) releasing those condemned and imprisoned in the Moscow trial,
b) amnesty for political prisoners, all Home Army soldiers and so-called “forest units”,
c) return of Poles deported into the depths of Russia and closure of concentration
camps that evoke sad memories of German totalitarian methods,
d) abolishing a political system that manifests itself in the so-called Ministry of
Security.
3. The Polish Army must be united and become independent by:
a) Polonizing the officer corps in General Rola-Żymierski’s army,
b) honourable return of Polish troops from abroad with weapons,
c) unification – on equal terms – of the army stationed abroad and the former
Home Army with General Żymierski’s army.
4. Occupation authorities must stop economic devastation of the country.
5. All Polish democratic parties must be allowed to participate in a five-adjective
election.
6. Poland’s foreign policy must be guaranteed independence.
7. Fully-fledged local, socio-economic, and cultural and educational self-government
must be established.
8. Major capitalist assets must be nationalized; national income should be justly
distributed.
9. Working masses should be given a say in managing and controlling the entire
national economy, and provided with material conditions that secure their families’
maintenance and personal cultural development.
10. The working class must be free to fight for its rights in the framework of unimpeded labour movement.
11. Agrarian reform must be fair; the settlement campaign in the recovered Western
Territories and East Prussia must be subject to national control.
12. Universal and democratic teaching and education must be founded on moral
principles, and the spiritual legacy of the Western civilization and our country.
By announcing their fight for this programme in the open political arena, the democratic parties of the Council of National Unity express their hope that the Provisional
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Government of National Unity will seek to democratize Poland and close the differences and disputes among different groups in Polish society.
As long as there are no actions to show for this, there can be no lasting détente in
home affairs, while scores of Polish underground activists will have to stay in hiding
– not because of any sinister designs they might harbour against the government, but
out of the fear for their lives.
For its part, Fighting Poland declares that it does not intend to provoke war between Western democracies and the Soviet Union, a conflict – as the government press
reports – “the Londoners based their political calculations upon.”
A new war would inflict such horrific injuries on the Polish nation that it is a shared
desire of all the Poles that a peaceful agreement be reached between Poland and Russia, and England, America and Russia. If such agreement is to be resilient, it will not
be enough to rebuild trust in Polish-Russian relations. The Polish people is part of the
great family of Central European nations, in particular Western Slav peoples, to whom
it is linked by geopolitical location and history, and with whom it wants to form a close
political, economic and cultural community.
It is our hope that an agreement with Russia on these terms is possible, that it will
eliminate once and for all Polish-Russian enmity stemming from reactionary tsarist
policy, and that it will replace it with mutual respect, trust and friendship for the sake
of both nations, Europe and the entire democratic humanity.
Council of National Unity

